
Automatic Essential Oil Dropper Bottle Cap
Tightening Screw Lid Vial Capping Machines
Specifications :

Price Contact Us

Brand Name Hanyi

Place of Origin Shanghai, China

Min.Order Quantity 1 set

Payment Terms T/T

Delivery Detail 5 days - 20 days

Packaging Details Standard export wooden case or carton box

Detail Introduction :
Device description:
1. The fully automatic L-shaped sealing and cutting machine is widely used in the production and
packaging assembly line, with high work efficiency.
2. The cutter adopts Teflon-coated anti-adhesive and high temperature resistant aluminum alloy
knife, and the sealing will not split, will not coke, will not smoke, and will cause zero pollution.
3. Equipped with imported detection photoelectric and relay. (Using Omron pposite-type Photoelectric
).
4. Automatic feeding, and the length can be adjusted automatically by a delay switch.
5. Equipped with an induction motor to automatically take up waste.
6. When the size of the package changes, the adjustment is very simple, and there is no need to
change the mold and the bag maker.
7. The sealing and cutting knife is equipped with anti-cutting device, so there is no need to worry
about the wrong cutting of the package.
8. It is suitable for mass shrink packaging in software, photo album, printing, pharmaceutical and
other industries.
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Q1: Are you factory or trading company? 
A1: We are factory.  
Q2: Can you guarantee your quality? 
A2: Of course. We are the manufacture factory in China. More importantly, we put a high value on
our reputation. Best quality is our principle all the time. You can be assured on our production
completely.  
Q3: What should I do if we are not able to operate the machine when we receive it? 
A3: Operation manual and video demonstration sent along with the machine to give instructions.
Besides, we have professional after-sale group to customer 's site to solve any problems.
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